Sometimes one is more than two: when collaboration inhibits knowledge construction.
In this paper I suggest that to better understand knowledge construction in science, and the role of social processes and collaboration in it, it is useful to distinguish between "elaborative knowledge" and "emergent knowledge." Elaborative knowledge is constructed for solving clearly defined problems in established theoretical frameworks, and emergent knowledge refers to the knowledge constructed to reach a hierarchically higher and more complex level of scientific understanding. There are also two types of collaboration. On the one hand there is "dialogical collaboration" in which team members contribute to reaching the common clearly defined objective so that a team as a whole becomes qualitatively more complex than its members alone. On the other hand there is "unidirectional collaboration" where the result of collaboration is determined by one person, should be distinguished. There is evidence from multiple perspectives indicating that "elaborative knowledge" can be developed in both kinds of collaboration and sometimes 'dialogical collaboration" is necessary for knowledge construction. However, for building "emergent knowledge," it is argued, only individual or "unidirectional collaboration" is productive, and "dialogical collaboration" can hinder or even prevent the construction of this kind of knowledge.